Optimized Power And Performance That Drives Your Lifestyle

What Do You Get With The Max Energy™ Spectrum Power Programmer?
- Optimized engine tuning for maximum power and performance for any kind of driving
- Increased mileage - Users report 1-3 mpg gains
- Application-specific performance features**
- Read/display/clear diagnostic trouble codes

Features & Specifications
- Large 4.3” full color screen with user-friendly navigation for simple installation/tuning/feature changes
- Easy to view color screen...Even in direct sun
- Bold contemporary exterior styling
- Increased processor speeds for fast programming
- Most power-per-dollar than any other bolt product

Quick Command Features For Jeep**

Part #3000*
Available for select 2018-04 Chrysler/Dodge Ford/GM/Jeep/Ram

Part #3100*
Available for select 2020-18 Chrysler/Dodge Jeep/Ram

* Not legal for sale/use in CA. CARB E.O. pending.
** See website for more details.

hypertech.com
HYPERTECH
POWERSPORTS

MAX ENERGY
SPECTRUM
POWER PROGRAMMER

Polaris RZR
XP/XP4 Turbo/Turbo S
XP/XP4 1000

Part #3200*
2020-2015

XP/XP4 Turbo/Turbo S
Stage 1/2/3 engine tunes for premium octane,
and Stage X for race gas with gains up to:

XP/XP4 1000
Engine tunes for 87/89/91/93
octane with gains up to:

+42.1 Hp
+9.2 Hp

Adjustable Features**

Exhaust Tunes
Stock/Sport (High-Flow)/Race (Straight)
Throttle Response
Low/High Mode: Belt/Mileage
Stock/Trail/Sport U/Sport + Race
Rev Limit
Raise Or Lower Up to +/- 500RPM
2 Foot Limiter
Stock/5000RPM/Disabled
Top-Speed Limiter
[Hi/Low]: Raise/Lower To
Match Speed Rated Tires
Top-Speed Limiter (Seat Belt)
Disable or Raise/Lower To
Match Speed Rate Tires

Idle Speed RPM
Raise/Lower Up to +/- 200RPM
Cooling Fans
Adjust On/Off Temperatures
Stock (200°F) / 175°F / 165°F / 155°F
Speedometer Correction
Correct Speedometer/Odometer
Readings For 24"-34" Tires
Portal Correction
Correct Speedometer/Odometer
Readings For Portal Gearing
Diagnostics
Read/Display/Clear DTCs
With Full Definition

Features & Specifications

• Large 4.3" full color screen with user-friendly navigation
  for simple installation/tuning/feature changes
• Easy to view color screen...Even in direct sun
• Bold contemporary exterior styling
• Increased processor speeds for fast programming
• Most power-per-dollar than any other bolt product

* Not legal for sale/use in CA. CARB E.O. pending.
** See website for more details.

hypertech.com
Correct Speedometer Readings For Non-Stock Tire Sizes/Rear Gear Ratios

What Do You Get With The Speedometer Calibrator?

- Correct speedometer for accurate readings (as required by law) for tire sizes up to 54" and/or installed non-stock rear gear ratios**
- Adjust TPMS warning threshold**
- Read/display/clear diagnostic trouble codes

Features & Specifications

- Large 4.3" full color screen with user-friendly navigation for simple installation/feature changes
- Easy to view color screen...Even in direct sun
- Bold contemporary exterior styling
- Increased processor speeds for fast programming

Quick Command Features For Jeep**

* Not legal for sale/use in CA. CARB E.O. pending.
** See website for more details.